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INTEGRATED MASS MEDIA INSTRUCTION:
°CONNECTING" NIE AND TV PROGRAMS FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

By now most Newspaper in Education protessionals know about the
study conducted by the Southeastern Educational Improvement Lab
(SEIL). Titled UTuning In On Current Events,* this was the first
research conducted to determine the effectiveness of television
news programs--Channel 1 produced by Whittle Communications of
Knoxville Tennessee and CNN Newsroom produced by TUrner Educa-
tional Services of Atlanta, Georgia. The results showed that
television news programs have minimal impact on high school
students' knowledge of current events. The study involved 3000
high school students in Mississippi and North Carolina. Those
who regularly read newspapers learned more about current events
than students who merely watched the television news programs.

While newspapers wisely use the results of this study to laud NIE
programs, here are some important questions and considerations:

Do most high school students read newspapers REGULARLY?

The SEIL study indicated that while 80 percent of high.school
students surveyed watch television news more than twice a week,
only 50 percent read a newspaper more than twice a week. Because
the purpose of the study was to research students' knowledge
acquisition of current events, students involved in the study
probably read newspapers more frequently than students not in-
volved in a news-related study. From a Florida State University
study conducted by Dr. Barbara Palmer in 1988, we know that
students read and write better through newspaper-based instruc-
tion. The determining factor in both studies is HOW the news-
papers are integrated into the curriculum. NIE coordinators know
that their teacher-training activities must center on giving
teachers immediate usable strategies for integrating newspapers
into their curriculum. What NIE coordinators do in effect, is
help teachers make students newspaper-literate.

How much do high school students regularly watch television,
and how affected are they by advertising?

Studies indicate that many students watch some 1000 hours of
television a year. The SEIL study showed that 50 percent of the
students watched more than 3 hours of television on school nights
and over 20 percent watched more than 5 hours each school night.
This would then indicate that students are bombarded with commer-
cials during that time. While the study further indicated that
students can readily identify common forms of commercial adver-
tising, no critical assessment of advertising is part of the
school curriculum. The two minutes of commercial advertising
from Whittle's Channel One is minimal when one considers the
effects of all advertising on youngsters. No one disputes the
power of television advertising, yet, newspapers are full of ads,
and playing fields are traditionally covered with signs and
slogans promoting products. The commercialism is an opportunity
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for teachers to include critical assessment of advertising--in
print and electronic media-- as part of the school curriculum,
but few educators are taking advantage.

Why don't we teach students to interpret print and electronic
media?

While NIE programs have been in existence since the 30's, in its
fifty year history, there have been several movements to inte-
grate television into the school curriculum areas. In the late
60's and early 70's, English teachers in Manatee County (Braden-
ton) Florida, called themselves "film groupies." Dr. Dan Nolan,
now Director of Instruction for Manatee County schools, says, "We
were there to start a revolution. The wave of the future had to
be in film and television." What caused the revolution to fiz-
zle? The basic skills movement of the 1970's, with its minimal
competencies requirements, forced teachers into a skill-and-
drill, teach-test-teach mode. Says Nancy Sullen, Language Arts
Supervisor, 'There is a widely held attitude among teachers,
especially secondary English teachers, that a good teacher does
not use much film or television." To basic skills advocates, film
and video were trivial add-on's. Kids got to see the film only
as a reward, and if there was enough time.

Many NIE coordinators may be reading this and thinking, "Yes, and
I know some teachers who think the same way about using news-
papers.' The fact is schools are primarily a ..extbook-driven
institution. As we approach the 21st century, the technology
will demand that teachers let go of their textbook-driven methods
and incorporate as many kinds of popular culture media as possi-
ble to get kids to "tune in' to school.

What is meant by mass media literacy? What are its components?
How can Newspaper in Education Coordinators be involved?

Mass media literacy means the ability to 'read" and interpret
all of the mass media which pervades our culture. Newspapers
remain a central print media institutionalized in our nation
since the tines of Ben Franklin. To be mass media literate means
to be able to read a newspaper critically, understanding an
editorial point of view, interpreting information and construct-
ing meaning for oneself from that text. This same ability needs
to transfer to all print media--including popular culture maga-
zines, journals, posters, paperback books, billboards, signs and
all other forms of visual media.

The electronic media--all genres of television and radio broad-
casts-- audio and compact disc music, music television, computer
multi-media productions such as laser-disc interactive video
programs, must be included in the milieu of mass media that
students need to learn to use and interpret. At this time in
history, the information revolution is causing such rapid ad-
vances in delivery systems, i.e., satellite and telecommunica-
tions technology, that schools will have to change, no matter how
much they resist the changes. All of us will have to change, to
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"restructure° our thinking as we adapt. Restructuring schools
means making walloping changes, beyond the reforms of the past.
Our present schools are using a 19th century model as we propel
into the 21st century!

Have any NIE programs made significant changes to adapt to the
new technologies?

Last year, the Florida Newspaper in Education Coordinators fo-
cused on television news programs newly introduced in many
schools. Dr. Lucy Levy of Turner Educational Services demonstrat-
ed CNN Newsroom, and Janet Dearden of Whittle Communications
demonstrated Channel One. Tom Runner, currently an NIE Coordina-
tor at PALM BEACH POST, was formerly at PORT MYERS NEWS PRESS.
Tom reported that social studies teachers who were using CNN
Newsroom were, ordering more newspapers than ever before, stating
that "students wanted to know more (about the news)."

Knight-Ridder Corporation is marketing a database connection for
NIE programs. Called MEDLALINE, the program consists of provid-
ing online time on Dialog Information System along with Newspaper
in Education subscriptions. Les Perry, formerly of THE MIAMI
HERALD'S NIE Department developed and is managing this new
program. By obtaining up,to-date information through a database,
students can research the headlines, short-cutting long, tedious
searches through card catalog indices and encyclopedias.

Why is television literacy the most important component of mass
media literacy? Why do most teachers Ignore teaching with and
about television?

Because students spend so much of thr, lives with television, it
is imperative that they be taught to interpret its form and
content. Television news programs such as Channel One and CNN
Newsroom are a very small part of a students' viewing day. Most
teachers have not been educated themselves to teach mass media
literacy. itzss media courses in high schools are the purview of
the English department, and in Florida, many schools are report-
ing that the course "died" because it is not considered °a seri-
ous course of study for college-bound students."

What can teachers do to begin teaching critical viewing skills?
Why should Newspaper in Education Coordinators be involved?

Teachers, NIE Coordinators and parents need to watch what kids
watch. To analyze telwrision, one needs to view actively, making
note of how the media is constructed, what messages it imparts
consciously and subliminally. Just as a critical newspaper reader
looks for bias and fair reporting, and selects favorite columns
and sections to read, a critical viewer needs to watch televi-
sion analytically, determining cultural and sociological implica-
tions of the programs, and evaluating techniques which inform,
persuade, entertain and educate. As new insights are assimilat-
ed, apply new understandings to alfferent types of programs. As
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an NIE Coordinator, you have expertise in working with mass
media. You (and the management of your newspaper) need to get
over the fear of television. Face it: TV is here to stay. Use
snippets of off-air taping (legally) as a "grabber," thvn show
its connection to the newspaper. Visual literacy means learning
how to read pictures: photographs, graphs, graphic tables,
maps--these are all in a newspaper.

What are the essential concepts we want students to learn?

Students need to
* understand what mass media and popular culture means,

* understand how the media shape our attitudes and values,

* understand the political and social implications of
mass media in our society,

* interpret persuasion techniques in print and electronic
media,

* examine and bring subliminal messages to the surface,

* learn to "read" pictures and understand the power
of visual images in society,

* compare the various kinds of print media and contrast
their intents and purposes,

* analyze the various kinds of electronic media and contrast
their intents and purposesp

* understand that all media are constructions, and

* understand:

- how newspapers are made
how television programs are made
how film is made

- how recordings are made

In concluding, it seems that to suggest that we tackle an inte-
grated, systematic approach for teaching mass media literacy
would be so monumental a task as to be impossible. However, not
only should we do this, it is imperative that we do this--on a
grand scale. The United States is one of the few countries in
the world where mass media literacy is not integrated into the
school curriculum. Yet our students have access to more mass
media programming than students anywhere else. Perhaps the
greatest problem has been that television is so pervasive in our
experience that we ignore its powerful impact.

To understand that multi-media laser disc technology, the mar-
riage of print and electronic text, is already being installed in



schools is to know that a new age is not over the
age is here. It's an exciting time, and one that
continue to be an important, yes, even essential
impact. Newspaper in Education Coordinators can
in this great movement.
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